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Abstract

A finite difference Lattice Boltzmann scheme for homogeneous mixture modeling, which recovers

Maxwell–Stefan diffusion model in the continuum limit, without the restriction of the mixture-

averaged diffusion approximation, was recently proposed [P. Asinari, PRE, Vol. 77, 056706, 2008].

The theoretical basis is the BGK-type (Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook-type) kinetic model for gas mix-

tures [P. Andries, K. Aoki and B. Perthame, JSP, Vol. 106, N. 5/6, 2002]. In the present paper, the

recovered macroscopic equations in the continuum limit are systematically investigated by varying

the ratio between the characteristic diffusion speed and the characteristic barycentric speed. It

comes out that the diffusion speed must be at least one order of magnitude (in terms of Knudsen

number) smaller than the barycentric speed, in order to recover the correct Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for mixtures in the incompressible limit. Moreover some numerical tests are reported. In

particular, (1) the solvent and dilute test cases are considered, because they are limiting cases in

which the Maxwell–Stefan model reduces automatically to Fickian cases. Moreover, some tests

based on the (2) Stefan diffusion tube are reported for proving the complete capabilities of the

proposed scheme in solving Maxwell–Stefan diffusion problems. The proposed scheme agrees well

with the expected theoretical results.

PACS numbers: 47.11.-j, 05.20.Dd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been proposed as simple alternative

to solve simplified kinetic models. Starting from some pioneer works [1–3], the method

has reached a more systematic fashion [4, 5] by means of a better understanding of the

connections with the continuous kinetic theory [6, 7]. A more complete overview of LBM

can be found in some review papers [8, 9] and some books [10–12].

In the present paper, the attention will be focused on the development of an LBM scheme

for mass diffusion modeling in the continuum limit. For this goal, the so-called single-

operator approach [13, 14] was proposed. Essentially, the averaged effect due to both self-

collisions and cross-collisions is described by means of a global BGK-like collisional operator.

In order to properly take into account the momentum exchange among the mixture compo-

nents, some popular lattice Boltzmann models for mixtures are based on pseudo-potential

interactions [15–17] or heuristic free energies [18–21].

On the other hand, some models based on the multiple-operator approach have been pro-

posed: each species relaxes towards its equilibrium configuration according to its specific

relaxation frequency and some coupling must be considered in order to describe the momen-

tum exchange. Some models [22, 23] adopt a force coupling in the momentum equations,

which derives from a linearized kinetic term, while other models [24–26] avoid any lineariza-

tion of the coupling effect by two collisional operators (the first for self collisions and the

second for cross collisions).

Finally [27], another LBM scheme, has been proposed by means of a variational procedure

aiming to minimize a proper H function defined on the discrete lattice. In particular, the

new proposed scheme [27], when more than two components are considered, recovers the

macroscopic equations of the Maxwell–Stefan model, which properly takes into account

non-ideal effects (osmotic diffusion, reverse diffusion and diffusion barrier), neglected by

simpler Fick model. The proposed model consistently recovers the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion

equations in the continuum limit only within the macroscopic mixture-averaged diffusion

approximation (MADA) [30], i.e. only if proper mixture-averaged diffusion coefficients for

each component are considered.

In the present paper, a further step is taken in comparing the model proposed by the

same author [33] and that described in Ref. [27]. Actually the mixture averaged diffusion
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approximation (MADA) is substantially based on modest deviations of the single species

flows from the barycentric flow, i.e. on small diffusion velocities with regards to barycentric

flow velocities. Hence using MADA is equivalent to assume an upper bound threshold for

the ratio between diffusion to barycentric speed. In the present paper, the effects of this

ratio on the model proposed by the same author is systematically investigated, in terms of

recovered macroscopic equations and their consistenty with Navier-Stokes equations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the adopted LBM scheme is described:

the BGK-type proposed model [33] is presented first, the macroscopic equations in the

continuum limit are recovered, some macroscopic approximations are recalled and, finally,

some details for an efficient implementation are discussed. In particular, some attention is

paid for enlighting the role of the diffusion speed. Section III reports some numerical results:

solvent and dilute tests, as limiting Fickian cases, and the Stefan diffusion tube, for fully

appreciating the capabilities of the scheme. Finally, Section IV summarizes the main results

of the paper.

II. LATTICE BOLTZMANN MODEL

A. AAP model

In this paper, we focus on the BGK-type model proposed by Andries, Aoki and Perthame

[32], which will be referred to in the following as AAP model, in case of isothermal flow,

which is enough to highlight the main features. The model shows some interesting theoret-

ical features, in particular in terms of satisfying the Indifferentiability Principle and fully

recovering the macroscopic Maxwell–Stefan model equations in the continuum limit. In the

present paper, a Lattice Boltzmann (LB) implementation of the AAP model is discussed.

For sake of simplicity, the single–relaxation–time (SRT) version of the model, which implies

a fixed Schmidt number, is presented and the external forces are omitted, since the main

focus of this paper is on the mass diffusion properties. A more advanced version of the LB

model with tunable Schmidt number and external forcing can be found in Ref. [33].

The AAP model is based on only one global (i.e., taking into account all the component

ς) operator for each component σ, namely

∂fσ

∂t̂
+ Vi

∂fσ

∂x̂i
= Cσ=̇λσ

[

fσ(∗) − fσ

]

, (1)
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where x̂i, t̂, and Vi are the space coordinate divided by the mean free path, the time divided

by the mean collision time and the discrete molecular velocity divided by the thermal speed

respectively (Boltzmann scaling); fσ is the distribution function for the component σ; (1)

fσ(∗) is the equilibrium distribution function for the component σ; (2) λσ is the relaxation

frequency, which, according to the previous scaling, is of the order of unit.

A simplified kinetic equation, such as the discrete velocity model of isothermal BGK

equation with constant collision frequencies is often employed as the theoretical basis of

LBM. Let us consider a set of discrete microscopic velocities. In particular, Vi is a list of i-th

components of the velocities in the considered lattice. Let us consider the two dimensional

9 velocity model, which is called D2Q9. In D2Q9 model, the molecular velocity Vi has the

following 9 values:

V1 =
[

0 1 0 -1 0 1 -1 -1 1
]T

, (2)

V2 =
[

0 0 1 0 -1 1 1 -1 -1
]T

. (3)

The components of the molecular velocity V1 and V2 are the lists with 9 elements.

Consequently f = fσ(∗), fσ is a list of discrete distribution functions corresponding to

the velocities in the considered lattice. Let f and g be the lists defined by f =

[f0, f1, f2, · · · , f8]
T and g = [g0, g1, g2, · · · , g8]

T . Then, hg is the component-wise list de-

fined by [f0g0, f1g1, f2g2, · · · , f8g8]
T . The sum of all the elements of the list h is denoted by

〈h〉, i.e. 〈h〉 =
∑8

α=0 fα.

In the following subsections, the main elements of the scheme, i.e. (1) the definition of

the local equilibrium fσ(∗) and (2) the relaxation frequency λσ will be discussed.

1. Local equilibrium

In order to define the local equilibrium function fσ(∗), we need to consider first the hydro-

dynamic moments. The (dimensionless) density ρ̂σ and momentum q̂σi = ρ̂σûσi are defined

by

ρ̂σ = 〈fσ〉, q̂σi = ρ̂σûσi = 〈Vifσ〉, (4)

where fσ is the distribution function for the component σ.

Contrarily to what happens for the single fluid modeling, the previous momentum is not

conserved. Hence the key idea of the AAP model is that the local equilibrium is expressed
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as a function of a special velocity û∗
σi, which depends on all the single component velocities,

namely

û∗
σi = ûσi +

∑

ς

m2

mσmς

Bσς

Bm m
x̂ς(ûςi − ûσi), (5)

where ς is a dummy index for indicating any generic component in the mixture (including

σ itself), mσ and mς are the molecular weights for the component σ and ς respectively;

x̂ς = ρ̂σ/ρ̂ (where ρ̂ =
∑

σ ρ̂σ) is the mass fraction; m is the mixture averaged molecular

weight defined as 1/m =
∑

σ x̂σ/mσ or equivalently m =
∑

σ ŷσmσ; B(x, y) is the generic

resistance function, while Bσς = B(mσ, mς) and Bm m = B(m, m) are the so-called Maxwell–

Stefan diffusion resistance coefficients; and finally ûςi and ûσi are the i-th component of the

macroscopic velocity for the species ς and σ respectively. The latter parameters can be

interpreted as a macroscopic consequence of the interaction potential between component σ

and ς and they can be computed as proper integrals of the generic Maxwellian interaction

potential (kinetic way) or in such a way to recover the desired macroscopic transport co-

efficients (fluid–dynamic way). In particular the generic resistance coefficient is a function

of both the interacting component molecular weights and the equilibrium thermodynamic

state, which depends on the total mixture properties only. Some further details on how to

compute these coefficients can be found in [34].

Introducing the mass-averaged mixture velocity, namely

ûi =
∑

ς

x̂ς ûςi, (6)

the definition given by Eq. (5) can be recasted as

û∗
σi = ûi +

∑

ς

(

m2

mσmς

Bσς

Bm m
− 1

)

x̂ς(ûςi − ûσi
). (7)

Consequently two properties immediately follow. If mσ = m for any component σ, then

(Property 1)

û∗
σi = ûi +

∑

ς

(

m2

mm

Bmm

Bmm
− 1

)

x̂σx̂ς(ûςi − ûσi) = ûi. (8)

Multiplying Eq. (5) by x̂σ and summing over all the component yields (Property 2)

∑

σ

xσû∗
σi = ûi +

∑

σ

∑

ς

(

m2

mσmς

Bσς

Bm m
− 1

)

x̂σx̂ς(ûςi − ûσi) = ûi. (9)
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By means of the previous quantities, it is possible to define the local equilibrium for the

model, namely fσ(∗) = ρ̂σ M(û∗
σi), where

Mα(ai) = wα

{

sσα + 3 (V1α a1 + V2 α a2) +
9

2
(V1 α a1 + V2 α a2)

2 −
3

2

[

(a1)
2 + (a2)

2
]

}

,

(10)

where

w = [4/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/36, 1/36, 1/36, 1/36]T , (11)

while sσ0 = (9 − 5 ϕσ)/4, sσα = ϕσ for 1 ≤ α ≤ 8 and ϕσ = minς (mς)/mσ ≤ 1 is a tunable

parameter for taking into account of different molecular weights mσ. The parameter ϕσ

is designed such that sσα is positive for any α. It is possible to define the single species

pressure (in terms of lattice units) as p̂σ = ρ̂σϕσ/3 and consequently the single species

internal energy as êσ = p̂σ/ρ̂σ = ϕσ/3. The advantage of this technique is that one can

use a single mesh for modeling different species, with different molecular weights, without

interpolations [26]. However designing the local equilibrium such that the partial pressure

takes into account of different molecular weights is not enough to recover the full isothermal

macroscopic equations. In the latter case, the dependence of the higher order moments (e.g.

the third order moments) on the molecular weight cannot be neglected. In this more general

case, a possible solution consists of using different meshes tailored on different speeds of

sound and then to interpolate the numerical results [27, 35]. In this paper, since the main

goal is represented by the low Mach number flows, the local equilibrium given by Eq. (10) is

enough. The asymptotic equations recovered in the continuum limit depend on the previous

local equilibrium. The consistency with the Navier-Stokes macroscopic description will be

discussed in Section IIB by asymptotic analysis.

Clearly ρ̂σ can also be obtained as the moment of fσ(∗), but this is not the case for q̂σi:

ρ̂σ = 〈fσ(∗)〉, q̂∗σi = 〈Vifσ(∗)〉 6= q̂σi = 〈Vifσ〉. (12)

The previous expressions mean that the equilibrium distribution fσ(∗) has the same mass,

but not the same momentum as the current distribution fσ for the generic single species.

The latter discrepancy is the actual driving force ruling the momentum exchange among the

components of the mixture.

Taking into account the definition of the local equilibrium, let us verify the zero of the

collisional operator Cσ (the original proof is already reported in [32]). Essentially Cσ depends
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on fσ(∗) = ρ̂σ M(û∗
σi), where û∗

σi is given by Eq. (5), which depends on all species velocities

ûςi, which are combinations of the moments of fς , namely

Cσ (all fς) = Cσ (ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi (all ûςi (fς)))) .

The zero of the previous collisional operator is a set of distributions f 0
ς such that

Cσ

(

all f 0
ς

)

= 0 for all species σ. It is easy to search for this set of distributions as

f 0
ς = ρ̂ς M

(

û0
ςi

)

, (13)

where û0
ςi is defined such that M

(

û∗
σi

(

all û0
ςi

))

= M
(

û0
ςi

)

, or equivalently

û∗
σi

(

all û0
ςi

)

= û0
ςi,

which means that û0
ςi must be invariant with regards to the transformation ûςi → û∗

ςi. In

general, according to the definition given by Eq. (5), the only invariant situation is given

by û0
ςi = ûi for all species, i.e. zero diffusion velocities: hence f 0

ς = ρ̂ς M (ûi), which is

consistent with the full Boltzmann equations for mixtures.

2. Relaxation frequency and Indifferentiability Principle

Some proper tuning strategy is required in order to recover the desired transport coef-

ficients in the continuum limit. The following relations will be proved in the next Section

IIB, concerning the asymptotic analysis: they are anticipated here for sake of completeness

of the proposed model. In particular, the relaxation frequency is selected equal for all the

species, namely

λσ = λ =
p̂ Bm m

ρ̂
=

p̂ B(m, m)

ρ̂
, (14)

where p̂ =
∑

σ p̂σ. Since the previous relaxation frequency is the only one for the present

model, the other transport coefficients uniquely follow,

ν =
1

3 λ
, (15)

ξσ =
(2 − ϕσ)

3 λ
, (16)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity and ξσ is a parameter related to the numerical second

viscosity coefficient for the single species (the latter quantity is different from the actual
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second viscosity coefficient because compressible effects are not rigorously recovered by the

considered lattice). This clearly implies a fixed Schmidt number, i.e. a fixed ratio between

the kinematic viscosity and the mean diffusion coefficient. A more advanced version of the

LB model with tunable Schmidt number can be found in Ref. [33].

It is immediate to prove that the Indifferentiability Principle is satisfied. If mσ = m for

any component σ, then property (8) yields û∗
σi = ûi. Consequently, summing over all the

species yields
∂f

∂t̂
+ Vi

∂f

∂x̂i

= λ
[

fσ(e) − f
]

, (17)

where f =
∑

σ fσ and fσ(e) = ρ̂M (ûi). The previous limiting case clearly recovers the usual

Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model [37] and this proves that the mixture description

recovers the single-fluid description, if the single species particles can not be distinguished.

In the next section, the macroscopic equations in the continuum limit are recovered.

B. Asymptotic analysis by Grad moment system

In this section the macroscopic equations of the LB model are recovered by means of the

asymptotic analysis. Many types of asymptotic analysis for LBM exist (Chapman–Enskog

expansion, Hilbert expansion, Grad moment expansion,...). The Chapman–Enskog expan-

sion is still the most popular approach to analyze LBM schemes, even though, concerning

mixture modeling, it shows some limits, as discussed in Appendix A and in Ref. [25]. On

the other hand, the Hilbert expansion proposed by Ref. [38] and derived by kinetic theory

[39] offers some advantages, even though all the macroscopic moments must be expanded.

Recovering macroscopic equations solved by LBM schemes somehow shares some features in

common with the much more complex problem of recovering macroscopic equations from ki-

netic models. A complete review of the latter problem is beyond the purposes of the present

paper, but detailed discussions can be found in Refs. [39]. In this paper, we use a simpler

approach based on (1) some proper scaling, (2) the Grad moment system and (3) recur-

sive substitutions [40]. The latter method is not new and it has some features in common

with recently proposed asymptotic methods in kinetic theory [41]. Recently the so–called

Order of Magnitude Approach has been proposed in order to derive approximations to the

Boltzmann equation from its infinite set of corresponding moment equations. Additional

information can be found in Ref. [33].
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Essentially we follow the same methodology already reported in [33], but with a substan-

tial difference. In Ref. [33], it is assumed that the diffusion velocities are large, which leads

to inconsistencies with regards to Navier-Stokes equations, while in the present derivation a

more general assumption is considered.

1. Diffusive scaling

First of all, a proper scaling must be introduced for all the relevant physical quantities.

In 1971, Sone extended the linearized theory of Boltzmann equation to the case where

the Reynolds number is of the order of unity and the extension is carried out by taking

into account the von Karman relation among three important parameters, i.e. that the

Mach number is of the same order as the product of Reynolds number and the Knudsen

number [39]. At the leading order, this yields to the Navier-Stokes set of equations in the

incompressible limit. This result is also relevant for LBM with usual stencils, because the

latter are restricted to moderate Mach number flows. Hence in the following analysis, the

previous procedure is adopted to the proposed model.

The unit of space coordinate and that of time variable in Eq. (1) are the mean free

path lc and the mean collision time Tc, respectively. Obviously, they are not appropriate as

the characteristic scales for flow field in the continuum limit. Let the characteristic length

scale of the flow field be L and let the characteristic flow speed be U . Moreover let the

characteristic diffusion speed be W , which does coincide in general with U . There are two

factors in the limit we are interested in. The continuum limit means lc ≪ L and the low

speed limit means U ≪ C, where C (= lc/Tc) is the average modulus of the particle speed.

In the following asymptotic analysis, we introduce the other dimensionless variables, defined

by

xi = (lc/L)x̂i, t = (UTc/L)t̂. (18)

Defining the small parameter ǫ as ǫ = lc/L, which corresponds to the Knudsen number, i.e.

Kn = ǫ, we have xi = ǫx̂i. Furthermore, assuming the low Mach number limit [39], namely

Ma = U/C = Kn = lc/L = ǫ, (19)

where Ma is the Mach number, we have t = ǫ2t̂. Then, Eq. (1) is rewritten as

ǫ2∂fσ

∂t
+ ǫVi

∂fσ

∂xi
= λ

[

fσ(∗) − fσ

]

, (20)
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In this new scaling, we can assume

∂f

∂α
= O(f),

∂m̂

∂α
= O(m̂), (21)

where f = fσ(∗), fσ and α = t, xi and m̂ = ρ̂σ, q̂σi.

2. Grad moment system

The key point of this section is to derive the macroscopic equations and, consequently, the

definitions of the recovered transport coefficients. Let us introduce the general nomenclature

for non-conserved equilibrium moments

Π∗
(11···1)n (22···2)m

= 〈V n
1 V m

2 fσ(∗)〉. (22)

Recalling that the diffusive scaling implies ûσi = ǫ uσi and û∗
σi = ǫ u∗

σi, a complete set of

linearly independent moments is

mσ(∗) =













































Π∗

Π∗
1

Π∗
2

Π∗
11

Π∗
22

Π∗
12

Π∗
221

Π∗
112

Π∗
1122













































=













































ρ̂σ

ǫ ρ̂σu
∗
σ1

ǫ ρ̂σu
∗
σ2

p̂σ + ǫ2 ρ̂σ(u∗
σ1)

2

p̂σ + ǫ2 ρ̂σ(u∗
σ2)

2

ǫ2 ρ̂σu
∗
σ1u

∗
σ2

ǫ ρ̂σu
∗
σ1/3

ǫ ρ̂σu
∗
σ2/3

p̂σ/3 + ǫ2 ρ̂σ(u∗
σ1)

2/3 + ǫ2 ρ̂σ(u∗
σ2)

2/3













































. (23)

The previous nomenclature can be expressed for non-conserved generic moments as well,

namely

Π(11···1)n (22···2)m
= 〈V n

1 V m
2 fσ〉. (24)

We can now apply the asymptotic analysis of the LB scheme based on the Grad moment

system. Let us compute the first moments of the Eq. (20), namely

∂ρ̂σ

∂t
+

∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂xi

= 0, (25)

ǫ3 ∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Πi j

∂xj

= λ(Π∗
i − Πi) = λρ̂σ(û∗

σi − ûσi) = p̂
∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(ûςi − ûσi), (26)
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where Πi j is the second-order moments tensor, ŷσ = p̂σ/p̂ is the molar concentration and

the relation m x̂σ/mσ = ŷσ has been used. In deriving the previous equations, the definitions

given by Eq. (14) have been considered.

First of all, it is worth the effort to point out that the forcing terms in the previous equa-

tions are consistent with the macroscopic Maxwell–Stefan mass diffusion model. However

the scaling of these forcing terms is not trivial in general. In the above mentioned Ref.

[33] (see discussion after Eq. (27) of Ref. [33]), it was assumed that u∗
σi − uσi ∼ O(1), or

equivalently that û∗
σi − ûσi ∼ O(U/C) = O(ǫ) (see Eq. (19)), which is equivalent to say that

the constant U properly characterizes also the order of magnitude of the diffusion velocities.

Hence the diffusion velocities are large, because they are of the same order of magnitude of

the flow speed. In the following derivation, a more general approach is proposed.

Let us introduce the diffusion velocity, namely

ŵσi = ûσi − v̂i, (27)

where v̂i =
∑

σ ŷσûσi is the mole–averaged mixture velocity. Let us assume that the quantity

W is the proper characteristic diffusion speed, namely

ŵσi =
W

C
wσi = ǫ1+β wσi, (28)

where ǫβ describes the ratio between diffusion and flow speed, namely ǫβ = W/U . Introduc-

ing the previous assumption into Eq. (26) yields

ǫ3 ∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Πi j

∂xj

= λ(Π∗
i − Πi) = ǫ1+β p̂

∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(wςi − wσi), (29)

Clearly β = 0 corresponds to the case discussed in Ref. [33]. On the other hand, it is

important to find out which value of β, i.e. which ratio between the diffusion and the flow

velocity, is assumed by the expansion reported in the original paper by Andries, Aoki and

Perthame [32]. The Chapman-Enskog expansion is a two-scale expansion considering both

diffusive and advective scales, while here we focus on the diffusive scale only. However as far

as the spatial gradients of the partial pressures are concerned, the difference among the two

scales is unessential (both scales assume the spatial gradients proportional to the Knudsen

number). The spatial gradients of the partial pressures are involved in the last term in the

left-hand-side of Eq. (5.2) of Ref. [32], which is the single species momentum equation.
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As usual, the spatial gradients of the partial pressures are scaled proportionally to Kn Ma2:

hence W/C = KnMa2. Since U/C = Ma, it follows that

W/U = ǫβ = Kn Ma. (30)

This means that, as far as the Knudsen number is small and the Mach number is fixed,

the diffusion speed is always smaller than the flow speed. In the present case, taking into

account the diffusive scaling given by Eq. (19), the previous assumption yields β = 2. In

the following, for taking into account both extreme cases, we assume 0 ≤ β ≤ 2 in general.

In the momentum equation, the second-order moments tensor Πi j appears. We now

search for simplified expressions of the Πi j tensor components. The equations for the Πi j

tensor components, namely

ǫ2 ∂Πij

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Πij k

∂xk
= λ

(

Π∗
ij − Πij

)

, (31)

involve higher order moments like Πijk. The equations for Πijk can be simplified because of

the lattice constraints (essentially V 3
1 = V1 and V 3

2 = V2). In fact Π111 = Π1 = ǫ ρ̂σuσ1 and

Π222 = Π2 = ǫ ρ̂σuσ2. Moreover the equations for the remaining components are

ǫ2 ∂Π112

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Π12

∂x1

+ ǫ
∂Π1122

∂x2

= λ (Π∗
112 − Π112) , (32)

ǫ2 ∂Π122

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Π1122

∂x1

+ ǫ
∂Π12

∂x2

= λ (Π∗
122 − Π122) . (33)

Finally the equation for Π1122 is

ǫ2∂Π1122

∂t
+ ǫ

∂Π122

∂x1

+ ǫ
∂Π112

∂x2

= λ (Π∗
1122 − Π1122) . (34)

In the continuum limit, each moment dynamics is ruled by its equilibrium part or even-

tually terms not larger than the equilibrium part. In case of the third order moments, the

equilibrium part is

Π∗
ijk = ǫ/3

(

δij ρ̂σu
∗
σk + δkiρ̂σu∗

σj + δjkρ̂σu∗
σi

)

. (35)

It is worth to point out that in the previous expression the density ρ̂σ appears instead of

the partial pressure p̂σ, as it would be required to recover the full isothermal macroscopic

equations. This is certainly a limitation of the assumed local equilibrium given by Eq. (10),

but it is acceptable as far as the low Mach number flows are concerned. In order to avoid

such limitation on a stadard lattice, it is possible to use different meshes tailored on different
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speeds of sound [27, 35] and to use some additional corrective terms in the local equilibrium

[29]. Hence O(Πijk) = O(Π∗
ijk) = O(ǫ) and introducing this result into Eqs. (31) and into

Eq. (34) yields

Πij − Π∗
ij = O(ǫ2), (36)

Π1122 − Π∗
1122 = O(ǫ2). (37)

Taking into account that Π∗
ij − p̂σδij = O(ǫ2) and Π∗

1122 − p̂σ/3 = O(ǫ2), the previous

expressions yield Πij − p̂σδij = O(ǫ2) and Π1122 − p̂σ/3 = O(ǫ2). These expressions prove

that the leading parts of Π11, Π22 and Π1122 (all even) are ruled by p̂σ. Introducing the

following expansion Πij = p̂σδij + Π
(2)
ij ǫ2 into Eq. (29) yields

∂p̂σ

∂xi

= ǫβ p̂
∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(wςi − wσi) − ǫ2

[

∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂t
+

∂Π
(2)
ij

∂xj

]

. (38)

The previous equation allows one to discuss the proper scaling for the pressure p̂σ. Clearly

two driving forces exist in the previous equation: the term O(ǫβ) which describes the mass

diffusion (according to the Maxwell–Stefan model) and the terms O(ǫ2) which describe the

viscous phenomena. Hence the most general expression for the single component pressure is

p̂σ = p0
σ + ǫβp′σ + ǫ2p′′σ, where p0

σ is an uniform field, i.e. p0
σ = p0

σ(t). The previous conclusion

yields consequently ρ̂σ = ρ0
σ + ǫβρ′

σ + ǫ2ρ′′
σ, where ρ0

σ is an uniform field, i.e. ρ0
σ = ρ0

σ(t).

With other words, it is possible to imagine that the single component pressure field p̂σ is due

to two contributions: a slow dynamics (in case 0 ≤ β < 2) mainly driven by the diffusion

process p′σ and a fast dynamics driven by the viscous phenomena p′′σ. Obviously in case

β = 2, the two driving forces have a similar dynamics. These considerations lead to

∂p′σ
∂xi

= p̂
∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(wςi − wσi), (39)

∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂t
+

∂Π
(2)
ij

∂xj
+

∂p′′σ
∂xi

= 0, (40)

Hence the slow dynamics p′σ is driven by the diffusion process described by Eq. (39), while

the fast dynamics p′′σ is driven by the viscous phenomena described by Eq. (40).

The next step is to search for a simplified expression for Π
(2)
ij . Introducing the previous

13



expansions for even moments into Eqs. (32-33) yields

Π112 =
ǫ

3

(

ρ̂σu
∗
σ2 −

ǫβ

λ

∂p′σ
∂x2

)

+ O(ǫ3), (41)

Π122 =
ǫ

3

(

ρ̂σu
∗
σ1 −

ǫβ

λ

∂p′σ
∂x1

)

+ O(ǫ3). (42)

Recalling that Eq. (39) is equivalent to ∂p′σ/∂xi = λρ̂σ(u∗
σi − uσi), the previous expressions

become

Π112 =
ǫ

3
ρ̂σuσ2 + O(ǫ3), (43)

Π122 =
ǫ

3
ρ̂σuσ1 + O(ǫ3). (44)

Recalling that Πij = p̂σδij + Π
(2)
ij ǫ2 and introducing the previous expressions into Eq. (31)

yields

Π
(2)
ij = ρ̂σu∗

σiu
∗
σj − ν

[

∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂xj

+
∂(ρ̂σuσj)

∂xi

]

+ (ν − ξσ)
∂(ρ̂σuσk)

∂xk

δij + O(ǫ2), (45)

where the definitions given by Eqs. (15,16) have been used. Taking the divergence of the

previous tensor yields

∂Π
(2)
ij

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj
(ρ̂σu∗

σiu
∗
σj) − ν

∂2(ρ̂σuσi)

∂x2
j

− ξσ
∂2(ρ̂σuσk)

∂xi∂xk
+ O(ǫ2). (46)

Recalling that

u∗
σiu

∗
σj = uiuj + O(ǫβ), (47)

∂(ρ̂σuσk)

∂xk
= −ǫβ ∂ρ′

σ

∂t
− ǫ2 ∂ρ′′

σ

∂t
= O(ǫβ), (48)

yields

∂Π
(2)
ij

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj
(ρ̂σuiuj) − ν

∂2(ρ̂σuσi)

∂x2
j

+ O(ǫβ). (49)

Introducing Eq. (49) into Eq. (40) yields

∂(ρ̂σuσi)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(ρ̂σuiuj) +
∂p′′σ
∂xi

= ν
∂2(ρ̂σuσi)

∂x2
j

+ O(ǫβ). (50)

Introducing ρ̂σ = ρ0
σ + ǫβρ′

σ + ǫ2ρ′′
σ into Eq. (50) yields

ρ0
σ

[

∂uσi

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(uiuj) − ν
∂2uσi

∂x2
j

]

+
∂p′′σ
∂xi

= O(ǫβ). (51)
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Let us analyze the mixture dynamics. Summing over the components Eqs. (25), Eqs. (39)

and Eqs. (50) yields
∂ρ̂

∂t
+

∂(ρ̂ui)

∂xi
= 0, (52)

∂p′

∂xi
= 0, (53)

∂(ρ̂ui)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj
(ρ̂uiuj) +

∂p′′

∂xi
= ν

∂2(ρ̂ui)

∂x2
j

+ O(ǫβ), (54)

where p′ =
∑

σ p′σ and p′′ =
∑

σ p′′σ. From Eq. (53), one gets that the leading pressure field is

uniform, i.e. p′ = p′(t), which can be included into p0(t) =
∑

σ p0
σ(t). Hence p̂ = p0(t)+ ǫ2p′′

and consequently ρ̂ = ρ0(t) + ǫ2ρ′′, where O(p′′) = O(ρ′′) = 1. In case of the single species

dynamics, the slow dynamics p′σ is driven by the diffusion process described by Eq. (39),

while the fast dynamics p′′σ is driven by the viscous phenomena described by Eq. (40). In

case of the mixture, only the viscous phenomena remain, where the fast dynamics p′′ is

driven by Eq. (54). However there is no slow dynamics for the mixture (i.e. the mixture

momentum is conserved). This means that, at the leading diffusion order, single species

pressure fields characterized by large gradients are possible, as far as their net effect is a

nearly uniform total pressure field (otherwise the non-smooth total pressure field would

produce accelerations which are not compatible with the low Mach number limit).

Including the expansion ρ̂ = ρ0(t) + ǫ2ρ′′ into Eq. (52) yields

1

ρ0

dρ0

dt
+

∂ui

∂xi

= O(ǫ2), (55)

and integrating the previous on the considered domain Ω yields

1

ρ0

dρ0

dt
= −

(
∫

Ω

dx1dx2

)−1 ∫

∂Ω

(uini) ds + O(ǫ2), (56)

where ∂Ω is the border of the domain Ω, ds is the line element and ni is the component of

the unit vector normal to ds and pointing in the outward direction. In the following, let us

restrict ourselves to boundary conditions for the total mixture velocity such that

∫

∂Ω

(uini) ds = O(ǫ2). (57)

The previous condition is the typical compatibility condition for incompressible flows (see

the analysis reported in Appendix A.2 of Ref. [46] for the single species case). Introducing
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the assumption given by Eq. (57) into Eq. (56) yields the following expansion ρ0(t) =

ρ0
0 + ǫ2ρ0

t (t), where ρ0
0 is a constant and ρ0

t = ρ0
t (t) is another uniform function. Including

ρ0
t (t) into ρ′′ yields ρ̂ = ρ0

0 + ǫ2ρ′′ and similarly p̂ = p0
0 + ǫ2p′′. Finally, recalling that

O(p′′) = O(ρ′′) = 1, Eqs. (52, 54) become

∂ui

∂xi
= O(ǫ2), (58)

ρ0
0

[

∂ui

∂t
+ uj

∂ui

∂xj
− ν

∂2ui

∂x2
j

]

+
∂p′′

∂xi
= O(ǫβ). (59)

Clearly the previous equations are the canonical Navier–Stokes system of equations in the

incompressible limit for the barycentric velocity ui, in case 0 < β ≤ 2. The case β = 0 must

be excluded, because it does not recover the Navier-Stokes equations, as already pointed

out in Ref. [33]. Hence, from the numerical point of view, the scheme is second order with

regards to ǫ, in the original case considered by Andries, Aoki and Perthame [32], i.e. β = 2,

while it is only first order in case of larger diffusion velocities, i.e. β = 1. It is worth to

point out that the latter case corresponds to larger diffusion speed, but anyway one order

of magnitude smaller than flow speed (W/U = ǫ).

Equations (58, 59) are fully decoupled from any diffusion dynamics since the pressure

p′′ in Eq. (59) is not defined by any thermodynamic relation but by the incompressibility

condition given by Eq. (58). This is not surprising because, in the incompressible limit, any

information abut the thermodynamic equation of state is entirely lost when describing the

diffusion effects described by p′′.

Hence let us investigate how the pressure p′′ effects the complete diffusion equation.

Recalling that uσi − ui = O(ǫβ) and combining Eqs. (51) and Eqs. (59) yields

∂p′′σ
∂xi

=
ρ0

σ

ρ0
0

∂p′′

∂xi
+ O(ǫβ) = x̂σ

∂p′′

∂xi
+ O(ǫβ), (60)

because ρ0
σ/ρ

0
0 = x̂σ + O(ǫβ). The previous relation suggests that the fast mode dynamics

p′′σ is ruled by the total pressure dynamics p′′: hence the p′′σ can be defined the barycentric

contribution or better the barodiffusion term. The previous expression is equivalent to

that reported in Lemma 4.4 of Ref. [32], with the difference that now p′′ is defined by

incompressibility condition rather that by thermodynamics as in Ref. [32], where the full

compressible case is considered. Multiplying Eq. (39) by ǫβ , Eq. (60) by ǫ2, summing the
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results and dividing by p̂ yields

1

p̂

∂p̂σ

∂xi
=

∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(uςi − uσi) +
x̂σ

p̂

∂p̂

∂xi
+ O(ǫ2+β), (61)

and consequently

∂ŷσ

∂xi
=

∑

ς

Bσς ŷσŷς(uςi − uσi) +
(x̂σ − ŷσ)

p̂

∂p̂

∂xi
+ O(ǫ2+β). (62)

In the previous expression, the barodiffusion term depends on the mixture pressure p̂, how-

ever the latter (in this asymptotic limit) depends only on the hydrodynamic pressure p′′,

which is ruled by the incompressibility condition. The latter effect is a direct consequence

of the incompressible description of the mixture fluid dynamics. Once the terms O(ǫ2+β)

are neglected, the previous formula represents the standard Maxwell–Stefan model, which

contains two terms in the present situation: the component diffusion due to differences in

single species velocities and the barodiffusion term [30].

In the next section, some details are reported concerning the macroscopic mass diffusion

modeling.

C. Macroscopic modeling

Before proceeding with the numerical implementation of the LBM scheme, some issues

are reported concerning the macroscopic mass diffusion modeling, in particular in case of

more than two components.

First of all, Eq. (39) can be equivalently written as

−
1

yσ

∂yσ

∂xi
=

∑

ς 6=σ

Bσς yς(uσi − uςi), (63)

which is the canonical form of the Maxwell–Stefan mass diffusion model. Introducing some

proper coefficients Cσi such that

yσ(uσi − ui) = −Cσi
∂yσ

∂xi
, (64)

and substituting them into Eq. (63) yields

−
1

yσ

∂yσ

∂xi
=

∑

ς 6=σ

Bσς yς(uσi − uςi) =
1

Cσi

∑

ς 6=σ

xς(uσi − uςi). (65)
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Assuming that there is already good mixing among the remaining species, namely uςi ≈ u0i

(where u0i is sometimes called carrier velocity) for all ς 6= σ, yields the so-called mixture

averaged diffusion approximation (MADA) [30], namely

Cσi ≈ Cσ0 =
1 − xσ

∑

ς 6=σ Bσς yς
. (66)

It is worth to point out that MADA is different from assuming small diffusion speed. MADA

concerns all species ς but σ, while small diffusion speed means that all the species evolve

close to the barycentric mixture velocity (and in general ui 6= u0i). Introducing the definition

given by Eq. (64) and the MADA given by Eq. (66) into Eq. (25) yields

∂yσ

∂t
+

∂(yσui)

∂xi
= ∇ · (Cσ0∇yσ), (67)

which is an advection-diffusion equation (ADE) with an effective transport coefficient Cσ0,

ruling the diffusion of the molar concentration yσ. It is worth to point out that the LBM

scheme solves directly Eq. (63) without any additional approximation, while the most

popular macroscopic approach is based on Eq. (67) which requires the MADA given by Eq.

(66).

In the next section, some details about the numerical implementation are reported.

D. Efficient numerical implementation

In the previous sections, the space–time discretization has not been discussed. It is well

known that it is very convenient to discretize the LBM schemes along the characteristics,

i.e. along the lattice velocities, because they are constant and analytically known. However

the popular forward Euler integration rule can not be applied in this case because it leads to

a lack of mass conservation [26]. Essentially in case of large pressure gradients, the discrete

numerical effects appear also in the continuity equation. For proving this, it is enough to

consider the Taylor expansion of the standard Lattice Boltzmann scheme and to apply the

definition of the zeroth order moment. The final macroscopic equation would depend on the

Laplacian of the pressure field, which may work as an artificial source term in the continuity

equation, in case of large pressure gradients.

Consequently a more accurate scheme must be considered: for example, the second-order

Crank–Nicolson rule is enough in order to avoid this problem. In the following, the SRT
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formulation will be considered only: the generalization of the numerical implementation in

case of multiple relaxation frequencies is discussed in Ref. [40].

Let us discretize Eq. (20) by the following formula

f+
σ = fσ + (1 − θ) λ

[

fσ(∗) − fσ

]

+ θ λ+
[

f+
σ(∗) − f+

σ

]

, (68)

where the argument (t, xi) is omitted and the functions computed in (t + ǫ2, xi + ǫ Vi) are

identified by the superscript +. The Crank–Nicolson rule is recovered for θ = 1/2. The

previous formula would force one to consider quite complicated integration procedures [26].

Fortunately a simple variable transformation has been already proposed in order to simplify

this task [42], and successfully applied in case of mixtures [27, 28]. The generalization of

this procedure in case of multiple relaxation frequencies is trivial by following Ref. [43].

Let us introduce a local transformation

gσ = fσ − θ λ
[

fσ(∗) − fσ

]

. (69)

Substituting the transformation given by Eq. (69) into Eq. (68) yields

g+
σ = gσ +

λ

1 + θλ

[

fσ(∗) − gσ

]

, (70)

where it is worth to remark that the local equilibrium remains unchanged. Essentially the

algorithm consisists of (a) appling the previous transformation fσ → gσ defined by Eq. (69),

then (b) computing the collision step gσ → g+
σ by means of the formula given by Eq. (70)

and finally (c) coming back to the original discrete distribution function g+
σ → f+

σ . The

problem, in case of mixtures, arises from the last step. In fact, the formula required in order

to perform the last task (c) is

f+
σ =

g+
σ + θ λ+f+

σ(∗)

1 + θ λ+
. (71)

In order to compute both λ+ (depending on total pressure and total density) and f+
σ(∗), the

updated hydrodynamic moments, i.e. the hydrodynamic moments at the new time step, are

required. Since the single component density is conserved, recalling Eq. (69) yields

ρ+
σ = 〈g+

σ 〉, (72)

consequently it is possible to compute p+
σ , ρ+, p+ and finally λ+.
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However this is not the case for the single component momentum, because this is not a

conserved quantity and hence the first order moments for g+
σ and f+

σ differ [27, 28]. Recalling

Eq. (69) and taking the first order moment of it yields

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 = ρ+

σ u+
σi − θ λ+ρ+

σ (u∗+
σi − u+

σi) = ρ+
σ u+

σi − θ p+
∑

ς

Bσς y+
σ y+

ς (u+
ςi − u+

σi). (73)

It is worth to point out an important property. Summing the previous equations for all the

components yields
∑

σ

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 = ρ+u+

i , (74)

which means that, since the total mixture momentum is conserved, then it is possible to

compute it directly by means of g+
σ . For this reason, it is possible to consider a simplified

procedure in case of particles with similar masses.

1. Particles with similar masses

In case of particles with similar masses, u∗+
σi ≈ u+

i and Eq. (73) reduces to

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 ≈ ρ+

σ u+
σi − θ λ+ρ+

σ (u+
i − u+

σi), (75)

and equivalently, by taking into account Eq. (74),

ρ+
σ u+

σi ≈
〈Vi g

+
σ 〉 + θ λ+x+

σ

∑

σ〈Vi g
+
σ 〉

1 + θ λ+
. (76)

Actually the situation is even simpler, bacause the previous formula is not needed. In fact,

if u∗+
σi ≈ u+

i , it is enough u+
i by Eq. (74) to compute f+

σ(∗) for the back transformation given

by Eq. (71).

2. Particles with different masses

In the general case, Eq. (73) can be recasted as

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 = q+

σi − θ λ+
∑

ς

χσς (x+
σ q+

ςi − x+
ς q+

σi), (77)

where q+
σi = ρ+

σ u+
σi and

χσς =
m2

mσmς

Bσς

Bmm
, (78)
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is a symmetric matrix. Finally, grouping together common terms yields

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 =

[

1 + θ λ+
∑

ς

(χσς x+
ς )

]

q+
σi − θ λ+ x+

σ

∑

ς

(χσς q+
ςi). (79)

Clearly the previous expression defines a liner system of algebraic equations for the unknowns

q+
σi. This means that in order to compute the updated values for all q+

σi a linear system of

equations must be solved in terms of known quantities 〈Vi g
+
σ 〉. Obviously the solvability

condition for the previous system depends on the updated mass concentrations and it can

not be ensured in general. Note that this potential restriction of the discussed scheme is

a constraint of the proposed numerical implementation and not of the kinetic model itself.

The possibility to tune θ is not available, because all the schemes for θ 6= 1/2 may imply

a lack of mass conservation. Even though this feature did not represent a problem in the

reported numerical simulations, it should be further investigated.

In the degenerate case χσς = 1, i.e. particles with equal masses, Eq. (79) reduces to

〈Vi g
+
σ 〉 =

(

1 + θ λ+
)

q+
σi − θ λ+ x+

σ q+
i , (80)

which is equivalent to Eq. (76).

In the next section, the results for some numerical simulations are reported.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Fickian limiting test cases

In this paper, some simple numerical tests are considered, essentially concerning the

recovered macroscopic diffusion model in the continuum limit, which represents the main

improvement of the proposed scheme. In particular, the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion model,

in comparison with the simpler Fick model, allows one to automatically recover the effec-

tive diffusion coefficients in different limiting cases, depending on the local concentrations,

without any a priori guess about the concentration fields. In particular, in the reported

numerical simulations, this feature will be verified in two limiting cases: (a) the solvent test

case and (b) the dilute test case [34, 44]. The geometrical configuration and the procedure in

order to measure the transport coefficients is quite standard [16, 35] and it can be physically

explained as the mixing in an opposed-jet configuration [27].
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In case of ternary mixture Eq. (63) reduces to

n
∂y1

∂xi
= B12y1k2i + B13y1k3i − (B12y2 + B13y3)k1i, (81)

n
∂y2

∂xi
= B21y2k1i + B23y2k3i − (B21y1 + B23y3)k2i, (82)

n
∂y3

∂xi
= B31y3k1i + B32y3k2i − (B31y1 + B32y2)k3i, (83)

where kσi = nσ(uσi − vi) and vi =
∑

σ yσuσi is the mole–averaged mixture velocity. Let us

consider a 1D computational domain, filled by a ternary mixture. All the physical quantities

will be expressed in lattice units. The molecular weights are mσ = [1, 2, 3] and consequently

the corrective factors are ϕσ = [1, 1/2, 1/3].

The generalized Fick model can be expressed as

kσi = −nDσ
∂yσ

∂xi
, (84)

where Dσ is the Fick diffusion coefficient. Eq. (84) substantially differs from Eq. (64) be-

cause the latter involves the mass-averaged (barycentric) mixture velocity. In the numerical

simulations, the theoretical Fick diffusion coefficient is Dσ = cD/mσ, where cD ∈ [0.002, 0.8]

and the theoretical Maxwell–Stefan diffusion resistance [34] is given by

Bσς = cB

(

1

mσ
+

1

mς

)−1/2

, (85)

where cB ∈ [5, 166].

The computational domain is defined by (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× [0, L]. The boundary conditions

for all the components at the borders of the computational domain, i.e. at x = 0, L, are

of Neumann type, i.e. ∂pσ/∂x = 0 at any time. The initial conditions depends on the

considered limiting case (see below). The spatial discretization step is called δx and the

total number of grid points is Nx = L/δx = 100. Similarly the time discretization step is

selected in such a way that δt ∼ δx in order to have C = δx/δt = 1, and in particular

Nt = T/δt = 30.

1. Solvent test case

A component of a mixture is called solvent if its concentration is predominant in compar-

ison with the other components of the mixture. Let us suppose that, in our ternary mixture,
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the component 3 is a solvent. In particular, the initial conditions for the solvent test case

are given by

p1(0, x) = ∆p

[

1 + tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps, (86)

p2(0, x) = ∆p

[

1 − tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps, (87)

p3(0, x) = 1 − 2 (∆p + ps), (88)

where clearly p(0, x) =
∑

σ pσ = 1. In the reported numerical simulations, ∆p = ps = 0.01.

The parameter ps is a small pressure shift in order to avoid divisions by zero in passing from

the momentum to the velocity.

Hence y3 ≈ 1 and consequently y1 ≈ 0 and y2 ≈ 0. Under these assumptions, Eqs. (81,

82) reduce to
∂y1

∂x
= −B13y1(u1 − v) = B13y1(v − u1), (89)

∂y2

∂x
= −B23y2(u2 − v) = B23y2(v − u2), (90)

Consequently the measured diffusion resistances are given by

B∗
13 =

1

D∗
1

=
∂y1/∂x

y1(v − u1)
, (91)

B∗
23 =

1

D∗
2

=
∂y2/∂x

y2(v − u2)
, (92)

where, since in this test, the Maxwell–Stefan model reduces to the Fick model, it is possible

to define two Fick diffusion coefficients D1 = 1/B13 and D2 = 1/B23 for non-solvent compo-

nents. Since the main attention was for the mass diffusion process, in the reported numerical

results the SRT formulation was considered. For this reason, the viscous dynamics (next

approximation of the mixture momentum equation) is not reliable. In particular, the SRT

formulation does not allow one to relax all the single component stress tensors with the same

mixture viscosity as it should be for recovering the mixture dynamics. This means that, for

the reported simulations, the ratio between the Fick diffusion coefficient and the mixture

viscosity Sc = ν/D, i.e. the Schmidt number, is not reliable.

First of all, a generalized Fick model was implemented and the corresponding numerical

results are reported in Figs. 1 and 2 for non-solvent component 1 and 2 respectively, for

the measured transport coefficients at time T = 30 δt and spatial location x = L/2. In

case of the Fick model, a direct correlation exists between the Fick diffusion coefficient and
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the relaxation frequency, namely λσ = ϕσ/(3 Dσ), and this explains the auxiliary axises of

the previous figures. The implicit numerical implementation allows one to consider large

relaxation frequencies, since the stability region is widened. The SRT implementation of

the generalized Fick model well matches the expected transport coefficients. At the lowest

and the highest end of the considered range, the measured transport coefficients slightly

overestimate and underestimate the theoretical values respectively.

Secondly, a complete Maxwell–Stefan model, without a priori restriction of the mixture-

averaged approximation [30, 34], was implemented and the corresponding numerical results

are reported in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. The key idea is to verify that the model automat-

ically reduces to the solvent limit, i.e. that the dynamics of component 1 is mainly ruled by

resistance B13 and that of component 2 by resistance B23. In this case, there is no direct cor-

relation between the Maxwell–Stefan resistances (three as the possible interacting couples)

and the relaxation frequency λσ = λ (one for the mixture, according to the proposed model).

As the number of components increases, then the number of Maxwell–Stefan resistances is

usually larger than the number of components. Also in this case, the SRT implementation

of the Maxwell–Stefan model well matches the expected resistance coefficients.

2. Dilute test case

A component of a mixture is said dilute if its concentration is negligible in comparison

with the other components of the mixture. Let us suppose that, in our ternary mixture, the

component 1 is dilute. In particular, the initial conditions for the dilute test case are given

by

p1(0, x) = ∆p

[

1 + tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps, (93)

p2(0, x) = ∆p

[

1 − tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps + (1 − r) (1 − 2 ∆p), (94)

p3(0, x) = r (1 − 2 ∆p) − 2 ps, (95)

where clearly p(0, x) =
∑

σ pσ = 1. In the reported numerical simulations, ∆p = ps = 0.01

and r = 1/2. Clearly r must be close to 1/2, otherwise this test case reduces to the previous

one about existence of a solvent. Again the parameter ps is a small pressure shift in order

to avoid divisions by zero in passing from the momentum to the velocity.
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Hence y1 ≈ 0 and consequently y1 ≪ y2 + y3. Under these assumptions, Eq. (81) reduces

to
∂y1

∂x
= y1 B1 (v − u1), (96)

where B1 = B12y2 + B13y3 is an equivalent effective resistance. Consequently the measured

diffusion resistance is given by

B∗
1 =

1

D∗
1

=
∂y1/∂x

y1(v − u1)
, (97)

where, since also in this test, the Maxwell–Stefan model reduces to the Fick model, it is

possible to define a Fick diffusion coefficients D1 = 1/B1 for the dilute component. Con-

cerning the actual Schmidt number, considerations similar to those already discussed for the

previous test case holds here as well.

In Fig. 5, the numerical results for the Maxwell–Stefan implementation are reported and,

in particular, the measured values for the equivalent effective resistance B1 are compared

with the theoretical expected values. Also in this case, the SRT implementation of the

Maxwell–Stefan model well matches the expected values. It is worth to point out that the

effective resistance B1 is never directly imposed in the code, but it is a natural outcome of

the model, which depends on the local molar concentrations.

B. Non-Fickian test case: Stefan tube

The previous numerical simulations proved that the proposed model allows one to recover

some well-known results for Fickian test cases. Since there are already plenty of lattice Boltz-

mann implementations that simulate Fickian diffusion, the innovative part of the previous

simulations relies on the fact that all the transport coefficients of the model are kept con-

stant for all the tests, without introducing any artificial external tuning, in order to match

the considered limiting test case.

In this section, the full capabilities of the Maxwell–Stefan model will be proved for a

non-Fickian test case. Let us consider a popular test, i.e. the Stefan tube (see chapter 2 of

[44] for details). The Stefan tube is a simple device sometimes used for measuring diffusion

coefficients in binary vapor mixtures, in case of the presence of an additional gas carrier.

It is essentially a vertical tube, open at one end, where the carrier flow licks orthogonally

the tube opening. In the bottom of the tube is a pool of quiescent liquid. The vapor that
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evaporates from this pool diffuses to the top of the tube. The stream of gas carrier across the

top of the tube keeps the molar concentration of diffusing vapor there essentially to nothing.

The molar concentration of the vapor at the vapor-liquid interface is its equilibrium value.

For sake of simplicity, let us consider the same ternary mixture, already discussed in

the previous sections, where the third species is assumed to be the gas carrier. Let us

assume Eq. (85) for the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion resistance, with cB = 66.13, which implies

B13 = 57.27, B12 = 54.00, B23 = 72.44.

The computational domain is defined by (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× [0, L]. Concerning the boundary

conditions, the partial pressures for all the species at the bottom of the tube p1(0, 0) = 0.319,

p2(0, 0) = 0.528, p3(0, 0) = 0.1530 and those at the opening of the tube p1(0, L) = 0.0,

p2(0, L) = 0.0, p3(0, L) = 1.0 are specified. In particular, the pressure condition proposed in

Ref. [45] was adopted. This boundary condition is now available for the lattice Boltzmann

method too [46]. Recasting this condition for the compressible case reads

−pσni + ν
∂(ρσuσi)

∂ni
= −p̄σni, (98)

where ni is the component of the outer unit vector along the normal direction at the bound-

ary, pσ is the pressure at the boundary and p̄σ is the average pressure at the boundary.

In our mono-dimensional test case, clearly p̄σ = pσ and the previous condition implies

∂(ρσuσ 1)/∂x = 0 at both x = 0, L. This means that we have to consider both Dirichlet

boundary conditions (for partial pressures) and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions

(for single species momenta).

The initial conditions are

p1(0, x) = p1(0, 0)
1

2

[

1 − tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps, (99)

p2(0, x) = p2(0, 0)
1

2

[

1 − tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ ps, (100)

p3(0, x) = [1 − p3(0, 0)]
1

2

[

1 + tanh

(

x − L/2

δx

)]

+ p3(0, 0), (101)

where the constant ps = 10−4 has been introduced for stability reasons, i.e. for avoiding to

divide per zero in the computation of the velocity.

The spatial discretization step is called δx and the total number of grid points is Nx =

L/δx = 60. Similarly the time discretization step is selected in such a way that δt ∼ δx in

order to have C = δx/δt = 1, and in particular Nt = T/δt = 120, 000.
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Concerning the numerical solution, at constant temperature and pressure, the total mo-

lar density is constant and the driving forces are the molar concentration gradients ∇yσ.

Furthermore, since there are no radial or circumferential gradients in the composition, the

continuity equation at steady state implies that ρσuσ 1 is a constant, as well as Nσ = yσuσ 1.

The first two Eqs. (81, 82) can be rewritten as

dy1

dx
= B12(y1N2 − y2N1) + B13[y1N3 − (1 − y1 − y2)N1], (102)

dy2

dx
= B12(y2N1 − y1N2) + B23[y2N3 − (1 − y1 − y2)N2], (103)

while Eq. (83) can be omitted, since it is not linearly independent on the previous ones. The

previous system of ordinary differential equations, with the boundary conditions already

discussed, realizes a boundary value problem, which can be solved, for example, by the

shooting method [47]. Essentially the idea is to define the proper values for the parameters

N1, N2, N3 in order to ensure the required boundary conditions at x = L. The solution of

this problem is not unique. In fact, some additional information concerning the physics of

the problem needs to be provided. For example, from the practical point of view, usually the

gas carrier does not dissolve in the liquid and, for this reason, its flux is zero, i.e. N3 = 0.

In general, the pressure difference across the tube of the gas carrier is responsible of its

dynamics. Hence the flux of the gas carrier points toward the liquid pool at the bottom,

i.e. N3 ≤ 0. In the following, two tests are reported with N3 = 0 and N3 = −6.1776 · 10−5

respectively.

In Figs. 6 and 7 the molar concentration profiles are reported for both cases. The

numerical simulations performed by the proposed LBM model agree well with the results

obtained by directly solving the boundary value problem. Clearly the molar concentrations

show a non-Fickian behavior. In fact, the Fick model would prescribe linear profiles of the

molar concentrations for this boundary value problem. The coupling among the species,

which is responsible of the non linear profiles, can not be simulated by any simplified Fick

diffusion coefficient. This feature, which has been experimentally proved by Carty and

Schrodt (1975) [48], demonstrates the superiority of the Maxwell–Stefan formulation.

Concerning the LBM implementation of the model, special attention must be devoted to

the partial pressure boundary conditions in a general application. For the reported results,

a simple boundary condition in the moment space was adopted, but more complicated cases

would required more accurate boundary conditions, like those reported in Ref. [46].
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, a recently proposed LBM scheme for homogeneous mixture modeling

[33], which recovers Maxwell–Stefan diffusion model in the continuum limit, without the

restriction of the macroscopic mixture-averaged approximation [30], was analyzed. This

scheme is derived from a popular BGK-type kinetic model for gas mixtures [32], even though

the present LB formulation concerns only the incompressible isothermal limit. Hence the full

potential advantage of this kinetic model is not completely inherited. However, for low Mach

number flows, the LBM formulation correctly recovers the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion model in

the standard form given by Eq. (62) and the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations given

by Eqs. (58, 59). This means that, in the continuum limit, the present scheme solves a set

of macroscopic fluid dynamic equations which are fully decoupled from species dynamics.

Other LBM schemes have been proposed which present similar features, but introducing this

decoupling from the very beginning in the kinetic equations. On the other hand, this paper

investigates the decoupling of the diffusion and fluid dynamic equations, which is typical in

the incompressible limit, starting from a reference kinetic model and for different scalings

of the diffusion velocities, with regards to the flow velocities.

In the present paper, the recovered macroscopic equations in the continuum limit were

systematically investigated by varying the ratio between characteristic diffusion speed (W)

and characteristic barycentric speed (U), i.e. W/U = ǫβ . If the diffusive scaling is adopted,

it comes out that the diffusion speed must be at least one order of magnitude (in terms of ǫ)

smaller than the barycentric speed, in order to recover the correct Navier-Stokes equations

for mixtures in the incompressible limit. The case β = 0 must be excluded, because it does

not recover the Navier-Stokes equations, as already pointed out in Ref. [33]. Hence, from

the numerical point of view, the scheme is second order with regards to ǫ, in the original

case considered by Andries, Aoki and Perthame [32], i.e. β = 2, while it is only first order

in case of larger diffusion velocities, i.e. β = 1. It is worth to point out that the latter case

corresponds to larger diffusion speed, but anyway one order of magnitude smaller than flow

speed (W/U = ǫ). In both cases, i.e. β = 2 and β = 1, the fluid dynamic equations are fully

decoupled from any diffusion dynamics because the total mixture pressure is not defined by

any thermodynamic relation but by the incompressible condition.

Some numerical tests were performed for proving the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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In particular, (1) the solvent and dilute test cases were considered first, because they are

limiting cases in which the Maxwell–Stefan model reduces to the Fick model. In particular,

in the dilute test case, it is possible to derive an effective resistance, which depends on the

local molar concentrations, and this makes the test particularly meaningful. The key point

is not solving these tests (which has already been done by a lot of LBM schemes) but to solve

both tests with the same model and the same set of parameters. In the previous schemes, a

special tuning was required to switch between solvent and dilute test case, in order to adapt

the diffusion coefficients to the theoretical values. This is not the case for the proposed

scheme, because it automatically reproduces the correct transport coefficients, without any

special efforts by the user. Moreover (2) some test cases based on the Stefan diffusion tube

were performed for proving the complete capabilities of the proposed scheme in solving truly

Maxwell–Stefan diffusion problems.
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APPENDIX A: COMMENTS ON CHAPMAN-ENSKOG EXPANSION OF KI-

NETIC MODELS DESCRIBING DIFFUSION PROCESSES

In case the single-species momentum is not conserved, as it happens in kinetic models

describing diffusion processes, the application of the Chapman-Enskog expansion may lead

to ambiguities in some diffusion regimes. Let us consider a proper fluid dynamic scaling for

the considered model, namely

ǫα ∂fσ

∂t
+ ǫVi

∂fσ

∂xi
= Cσ=̇λ [ρ̂σ M (û∗

σi) − fσ] , (A1)

where α ≥ 1 must be specified according to the fluid dynamic regime under consideration:

for example, α = 1 in case of advective (hyperbolic) scaling, as considered in Ref. [32],

or α = 2 in case of diffusive (parabolic) scaling, as in Eq. (20). In both cases, the local

equilibrium is found in the limiting case of vanishing ǫ (Knudsen number) as the zero of the
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collisional operator Cσ. According to the discussion reported at the end of Section IIA 1,

the zero of the collisional operator Cσ is given (for the generic species σ) by

f 0
σ = ρ̂σ M (ûi) , (A2)

where ûi is the generic component of the barycentric velocity. Deviations from the previous

equilibrium may be due to different effects (e.g. diffusion phenomena and viscous phenom-

ena, in the present paper). Taking into account the original model, since the deviations are

due to spatial gradients, the Chapman-Enskog procedure assumes an expansion around the

zero of the collision integral, namely

fσ = ρ̂σ M (ûi) + O(ǫ). (A3)

The next step is to substitute Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A1) and in particular into the definition of

û∗
σi(fσ), which depends on all species velocities ûςi, which are combinations of the moments

of fς , namely

û∗
σi(fσ) = ûi + O(ǫ), (A4)

and consequently

M (û∗
σi) = M (ûi) + O(ǫ). (A5)

From the previous expression is clear that, in non-equilibrium case, M (û∗
σi) 6= M (ûi)

because of the diffusion phenomena. Hence substituting Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A1) yields

fσ = ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi) −

1

λ

[

ǫα ∂ (ρ̂σ M (ûi))

∂t
+ ǫVi

∂ (ρ̂σ M (ûi))

∂xi

]

+ O(ǫ2), (A6)

which is substantially identical to Eq. (4.17) of Ref. [32]. It is worth to point out that the

first Maxwellian M is centered on û∗
σi while the second on ûi. Analyzing the single species

momentum equation (see for example, Eq. (5.2) of Ref. [32]), it is possible to estimate

the ratio between the characteristic diffusion speed W and the characteristic flow speed U ,

namely

W/U = Kn Ma = O(ǫα). (A7)

Hence the diffusion speed must be smaller than the flow speed (because α ≥ 1). Taking into

account the previous scaling and the property given by Eq. (7) yields û∗
σi − ûi = O(ǫ2α−1)

and consequently

M (ûi) = M (û∗
σi) + O(ǫ2α−1). (A8)
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The previous expression is more precise than Eq. (A5) (because α ≥ 1). Substituting the

previous approximation into Eq. (A6) and taking into account that 2 ≤ 2α ≤ 3α − 1 yields

fσ = ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi) −

1

λ

[

ǫα∂ (ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi))

∂t
+ ǫVi

∂ (ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi))

∂xi

]

+ O(ǫ2), (A9)

where only the velocity û∗
σi, dictated by the diffusion phenomena and hence by the partial

pressure gradients, is involved. Clearly Eq. (A6) and Eq. (A9) represent two different

legitimate approximations of fσ, with the same order of accuracy with regards to ǫ. Let us

suppose to take the moments of expression (A6) or (A9), while searching for the macroscopic

equations in the continuum limit. Apparently, it could seem that two different sets of

macroscopic equations are obtained, when considering as starting point Eq. (A6) or Eq.

(A9) respectively. However, because of the property (A7) these two sets of macroscopic

equations would be equivalent.

The ambiguities may rise when considering larger diffusion velocities, such that W/U ≫

O(ǫα). In the latter case, different asymptotic techniques may produce different results,

essentially in between the limiting cases given by Eq. (A6) and by Eq. (A9). For example,

assuming W/U = O(ǫα−1) yields

M (ûi) = M (û∗
σi) + O(ǫ2α−2), (A10)

and, in case α = 1 (advective scaling), taking into account Eq. (A9) and Eq. (A10) yields

fσ = ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi) + O(ǫ) = ρ̂σ M (ûi) + O(1). (A11)

Clearly the previous case is far away from equilibrium, because fσ−ρ̂σ M (ûi) = O(1), which

contradicts the expansion given by Eq. (A3). However an expansion around ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi)

is still possible, by reminding that û∗
σi is unambiguously defined by the partial pressure

gradients.

Another example is given by α = 2 (diffusive scaling) and W/U = O(1) (β = 0 in the

main text), which yields û∗
σi − ûi = O(ǫ) and

fσ = ρ̂σ M (û∗
σi) + O(ǫ) = ρ̂σ M (ûi) + O(ǫ). (A12)

Recalling that the diffusive scaling implies û∗
σi = ǫ u∗

σi and ûi = ǫ ui, the previous expression

yields

fσ − ρ̂σ M (0) = ǫ ρ̂σ M (u∗
σi) + O(ǫ) = ǫ ρ̂σ M (ui) + O(ǫ) = O(ǫ), (A13)
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which is useless, because it does not discriminate the leading effects of the diffusion process.

In the latter case, a different asymptotic technique is recommended.
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FIG. 1: Solvent test case for a ternary mixture: y3 ≈ 1 and consequently y1 ≈ 0 and y2 ≈ 0.

Comparison between expected Fick diffusion coefficient for component 1, i.e. D1, with the transport

coefficient D∗
1 from the numerical implementation of the generalized Fick model, measured by Eq.

(91) at time T = 30 δt and spatial location x = L/2. The corresponding values for the relaxation

frequencies λ1 are reported as well (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 2: Solvent test case for a ternary mixture: y3 ≈ 1 and consequently y1 ≈ 0 and y2 ≈ 0.

Comparison between expected Fick diffusion coefficient for component 2, i.e. D2, with the transport

coefficient D∗
2 from the numerical implementation of the generalized Fick model, measured by Eq.

(92) at time T = 30 δt and spatial location x = L/2. The corresponding values for the relaxation

frequencies λ2 are reported as well (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 3: Solvent test case for a ternary mixture: y3 ≈ 1 and consequently y1 ≈ 0 and y2 ≈ 0.

Comparison between expected Maxwell–Stefan resistance coefficient for component 1, i.e. B13,

with the resistance coefficient B∗
13 from the numerical implementation of the Maxwell–Stefan model,

measured by Eq. (91) (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 4: Solvent test case for a ternary mixture: y3 ≈ 1 and consequently y1 ≈ 0 and y2 ≈ 0.

Comparison between expected Maxwell–Stefan resistance coefficient for component 2, i.e. B23,

with the resistance coefficient B∗
23 from the numerical implementation of the Maxwell–Stefan model,

measured by Eq. (92) (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 5: Dilute test case for a ternary mixture: y1 ≈ 0 and consequently y1 ≪ y2 + y3. Comparison

between expected Maxwell–Stefan equivalent effective resistance for component 1, i.e. B1, with

the resistance coefficient B∗
1 from the numerical implementation of the Maxwell–Stefan model,

measured by Eq. (97) (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 6: Non-Fickian test case: composition profiles in a Stefan diffusion tube. Zero flux is assumed

for the gas carrier, i.e. N3 = 0. The reference solutions are obtained by solving the boundary value

problem by the shooting method and a multi-variable Newton method (dimensionless units).
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FIG. 7: Non-Fickian test case: composition profiles in a Stefan diffusion tube. Negative flux is

assumed for the gas carrier pointing toward the liquid bottom (x = 0), i.e. N3 = −6.1776 · 10−5.

The reference solutions are obtained by solving the boundary value problem by the shooting method

and a multi-variable Newton method (dimensionless units).
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